Maternal traces of deep common ancestry and asymmetric gene flow between Pygmy hunter–gatherers and Bantu-speaking farmers
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Two groups of populations with completely different lifestyles—the Pygmy hunter–gatherers and the Bantu-speaking farmers—coexist in Central Africa. We investigated the origins of these two groups and the interactions between them, by analyzing mtDNA variation in 1,404 individuals from 20 farming populations and 9 Pygmy populations from Central Africa, with the aim of shedding light on one of the most fascinating cultural transitions in human evolution (the transition from hunting and gathering to agriculture). Our data indicate that this region was colonized gradually, with an initial L1c-rich ancestral population ultimately giving rise to current-day farmers, who display various L1c clades, and to Pygmies, in whom L1c1a is the only surviving clade. Detailed phylogenetic analysis of complete mtDNA sequences for L1c1a showed this clade to be autochthonous to Central Africa, with its most recent branches shared between farmers and Pygmies. Coalescence analyses revealed that these two groups arose through a complex evolutionary process characterized by (i) initial divergence of the ancestors of contemporary Pygmies from an ancestral Central African population no more than ~70,000 years ago, (ii) a period of isolation between the two groups, accounting for their phenotypic differences, (iii) long-standing asymmetric maternal gene flow from Pygmies to the ancestors of the farming populations, beginning no more than ~40,000 years ago and persisting until a few thousand years ago, and (iv) enrichment of the maternal gene pool of the ancestors of the farming populations by the arrival and/or subsequent demographic expansion of L0a, L2, and L3 carriers.
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Modern humans have undergone a major cultural and technological change: the transition from food collection (hunting–gathering) to food production (agriculture). This transition has occurred in many parts of the world and began ~13–10,000 years before the present (YBP). It has made it possible for groups to increase in size and to shift from nomadism to sedentarism (1). In sub-Saharan Africa, agriculture spread much later, expanding from western Central Africa (i.e., eastern Nigeria and western Cameroon) to much of the East, Central, and southern Africa only 3–5,000 YBP. This spread of agriculture was related to the diffusion of Bantu languages (“Bantu expansions”) and, possibly, the use of iron (2–4). A few populations, such as the Pygmy hunter–gatherers, did not adopt an agricultural lifestyle and have remained demographically and geographically restricted (5, 6). Modern-day western and eastern Pygmy populations in Central Africa (CA) share distinctive physical and cultural characteristics thought to result from long isolation and adaptation to the rainforest (7–9). Two features of CA make this a key region for understanding recent human evolution: (i) two groups of populations with completely different lifestyles coexist in this region—Pygmy hunter–gatherer (PHG) and Bantu-speaking agricultural (AGR) populations (5, 6), and (ii) this region is immediately adjacent to the putative source of origin of Bantu expansions (2–4).

Studies of contemporary genetic variation in human populations have proved an important tool for investigating human origins and migratory patterns (10–12). Variations in the maternally inherited mtDNA genome have provided evidence supporting both the African origin of modern humans and subsequent expansion throughout the world (13–20). However, peopling processes and migration dynamics remain poorly resolved in Africa, especially in CA. Patterns of mtDNA variation in AGR and PHG populations have been investigated in studies focusing on the control region [usually the hypervariable segment I (HVS-I)] and a few coding sites (14, 21–35). A number of mtDNA haplogroups (Hgs) have been identified as possible genetic footprints of Bantu expansions. These Hgs include L0a (21, 24, 29), L1c (23, 32), L2a (29, 30), L3b (26), and L3e (27, 28). Studies of small numbers of eastern Mbuti PHG, in which only HVS-I was investigated (14), have suggested that the mtDNA gene pool of eastern Pygmies differs substantially from that of western PHG, who display genetic similarities to neighboring farming populations (30, 33, 34). However, the actual origins of the PHG and AGR populations and their interactions in space and time remain unclear because of the small samples sizes and
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limited number of directly sampled populations from CA and the low molecular resolution achieved with HVS-I and a few RFLP markers only.

This study provides insight into one of the most fundamental questions in human evolution: ancient and present-day genetic ties between AGR and PHG populations and the possible common ancestry between these two groups. We analyzed a large number of samples from CA, including Gabon, Cameroon, the Central African Republic (CAR) and the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), and present a population-based dataset of 1,404 samples, from 20 Bantu-speaking AGR populations of which were present in Bantu-speaking AGR and western and eastern PHG populations, respectively (SI Table 2). Standard neutrality tests and mismatch distributions identified population expansion signatures among AGR, with negative values for Tajima’s D and Fu’s Fs tests (significance of most Fu’s Fs, Table 1) and a clearly unimodal mismatch distribution (SI Fig. 5). These patterns contrasted with the nonsignificance of neutrality tests (Table 1) and the clearly multimodal mismatch distribution (SI Fig. 5) of PHG populations. All genetic diversity indices showed demographic differences between AGR and PHG, with AGR populations showing signs of population growth and PHG populations of small population sizes and strong genetic drift.

**Results and Discussion**

**Impact of Lifestyle on Diversity and Demographic Patterns in Central African Belt.** We characterized mtDNA variation in all samples by direct sequencing of the HVS-I (16024–16383) and by genotyping a set of 33 single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from the coding region [supporting information (SI) Fig. 4] for accurate resolution into Hgs (SI Table 2). We used Hg profiles and the HVS-I sequence diversity of the entire collection of 1,404 samples (SI Table 3) to investigate the internal diversity and demography of the studied populations. AGR populations displayed higher levels of Hg diversity, sequence diversity, and mean numbers of pairwise differences than PHG populations (Table 1). Thirty-three subclades were identified, 32, 13, and 4 of which were present in Bantu-speaking AGR and western and eastern PHG populations, respectively (SI Table 2). Standard neutrality tests and mismatch distributions identified population expansion signatures among AGR, with negative values for Tajima’s D and Fu’s Fs tests (significance of most Fu’s Fs, Table 1) and a clearly unimodal mismatch distribution (SI Fig. 5). These patterns contrasted with the nonsignificance of neutrality tests (Table 1) and the clearly multimodal mismatch distribution (SI Fig. 5) of PHG populations. All genetic diversity indices showed demographic differences between AGR and PHG, with AGR populations showing signs of population growth and PHG populations of small population sizes and strong genetic drift.

Dissecting L1c Phylogeny Based on Complete Mitochondrial Genomes. The L1c Hg predominated in CA, as reported (30, 32, 33, 35). The various L1c clades observed accounted for 35.7% (AGR populations) to 94% (western PHG populations) of the mtDNAs (SI Table 2). We investigated the internal structure of L1c, by complete genome sequencing of 27 mtDNA molecules covering the widest possible range of L1c variation, as inferred from HVS-I variation. The resulting mtDNA tree (Fig. 1) indicated an early split of L1c into L1c3 and L1c1’2’4’6, which then split into
L1c1, L1c2, L1c6. Coalescence time estimates for L1c and L1c1 were 102,600/7,900 and 73,800/7,100 YBP, respectively. Within L1c1, L1c1a coalesces at 57,100/7,900 YBP and comprises the L1c1a1 and L1c1a2 sister lineages, which coalesce at 41,300/7,900 and 24,600/5,600 YBP, respectively. When naming the clades within the L1c topology (Fig. 1), we attempted to use the proposed HVS-I-based nomenclature (30, 33). We noted that the transition at 16293 alone is insufficient to define L1c1 as in ref. 30, although this control region site is the only one defining this branch. Based on complete genome information, we can now redefine the typical “Pygmy” clusters L1c1a and L1c1a1 (30) as L1c1a1a and L1c1a1a1, respectively. Finally, L1c2 retains its name but is now defined by nine coding region variants. Our complete mtDNA-based topology is not consistent with the recently proposed HVS-I-based clade L1c5 (33) (corresponding to L1c1a1 in ref. 30 and renamed L1c1a1a1 here). We did not use the L1c5 label in our topology, moving directly from L1c4 to L1c6 (represented by sample L280 in Fig. 1), to avoid confusion.

Maternal Diversity Is Homogeneous but Stratified by Time in Farming Populations. Despite the high levels of diversity of AGR populations from CA, the fraction of variation accounted for by interpopulation differences was very low (1.5%; \( P < 0.0001 \)), indicating that almost all of the variation observed was within populations. Estimates of population differentiation (\( F_{ST} \)) based on haplotype frequencies showed that \( \approx 60\% \) of interpopulation comparisons were not significant. This lack of population differentiation is illustrated in the scatterplot of the first two principal components (PC) on which the AGR populations are tightly clustered (Fig. 2). Thus, AGR populations from CA displayed a diverse homogeneous pattern with little apparent internal structure.

Almost all known sub-Saharan African Hgs (30) were represented among AGR populations, with the exception of L0d and L0k, which are typical of the Khoi and San peoples of South Africa (37). The most frequent Hgs (>5%) observed were L1c1a (20.3%), L2a1 (13.3%), L0a1 (6.5%), L1b (6.4%), L3e2 (5.8%), L3e1 (5.7%), and L3f1b (5.7%) (SI Table 2). We combined our data with a compiled database of >4,500 mtDNA profiles reported from the various African subregions (SI Table 4). L1c1a was the only Hg studied to show almost exclusive geographic clustering with CA (SI Table 5). The other Hgs displayed variable frequency and diversity patterns between West, East,
and southeast Africa, indicating only that they originated in the equatorial zone. We investigated the geographic origin of L1c1a, by studying the frequency distribution and diversity of its ancestral types. L1c, with subclades L1c1-L1c6, had a frequency of 27% in CA, decreasing to ≈5% in both West and southeast Africa. The contemporary geographic distribution of L1c, including all its internal clades (Fig. 3), is consistent with the early arrival of L1c in CA (or a central African origin for this Hg, although this cannot be unambiguously proven), followed by a maturation phase in which L1c diversified (i.e., giving rise to its internal derivatives). The virtual restriction of L1c1a to CA provides evidence for an autochthonous origin of this lineage within this region. The coalescence age of L1c1a, estimated at 57,100 ± 7,900 YBP, is also ≈25,000 years greater than those estimated for the other Hgs frequent in central African AGR populations (15,800 to 29,400 YBP; SI Table 5). Our data therefore suggest that the contemporary maternal gene pool of AGR populations from CA has resulted from a gradual process in which an initial Central African gene pool dominated by L1c clades was subsequently enriched by the introgression (and/or expansion) of the L0a, L2, and L3 Hgs and their derivatives.

A Single Maternal Ancestor of Contemporary Western Pygmies. Our data showed a net separation between the eastern and western PHG of CA (all FST values for pairwise comparisons of eastern Mbuti with western PHG populations were very high (0.27–0.47) and highly significant), the Mbuti being an outlier on the PC plot (Fig. 2). We analyzed the Hg profile of the Mbuti based on coding-region sites. The Mbuti Hg profile comprised L0a2, L2a, L2a2, and L5 (SI Table 2). This maternal profile is qualitatively similar to that of eastern African populations (30) and very different from that of western PHG, indicating a lack of common maternal ancestry between eastern and western PHG. However, the extent to which this observation reflects a genuine general lack of common ancestry remains to be determined. Data for 80 autosomal loci from different African populations showed the Mbuti and Biaka PHG to be closely related, with both these groups more similar to West African than to East African populations (38). Further analyses of the paternally inherited Y-chromosome and sequence-based data from genome-wide autosomal regions are required to determine the mode and timing of divergence between western and eastern PHG.

The various populations of western PHG had similar Hg profiles and close affinities (Fig. 2, SI Table 2). The Babongo were an exception, clustering within the AGR group, suggesting greater gene flow between this population and AGR populations. Western PHG constituted a more heterogeneous group of populations than the AGR group in CA; the proportion of variation because of differences between populations was much higher for western PHG (11%; P < 0.0001) than for AGR (1.5%; P < 0.0001). Western PHG populations are dominated by two sister clades within L1c1a: L1c1a1 (53.4%) and L1c1a2 (30.1%) (SI Table 2). Thus, based on the genotyping of our large population sample, aided by complete mtDNA sequences, we can conclude that ≈83.5% of contemporary western PHG are descended from a single maternal ancestor of the autochthonous Central African Hg L1c1a.

Deep Common Ancestry and Asymmetric Gene Flow Between AGR and PHG. Despite differences in diversity and demography between AGR and PHG, our data clearly show that both groups have the same most common haplogroup. Hg L1c1a, in the form of the sister clades L1c1a1 and L1c1a2, has a frequency of 20.3% in AGR populations and 83.5% in PHG populations. This common heritage is also evident from HVS-I based lineages within L1c1a and L1c1a2. The three most common HVS-I haplotypes among AGR populations are the root HVS-I haplotype 16129 16187 16189 16223 16274 16278 16293 16294 16311 16360 of L1c1a2 (8.3%), the root HVS-I haplotype 16051 16129 16187 16189 16214 16234 16249 16258 16274 16278 16293 16294 16311 16360 of L1c1a1 (5.7%), and the haplotype 16129 16187 16189 16194 16234 16249 16274 16278 16293 1631 16360 of L1c1a1 (2.6%). These haplotypes were also the most frequent among western PHG, reaching frequencies of 29.6%, 22.3% and 13.9%, respectively (Fig. 1 and SI Table 3). The sharing of the most frequent Hg and HVS-I-based haplotypes between AGR and PHG clearly indicates common maternal ancestry between the two groups and/or high levels of gene flow between them.

The occurrence of various L1c clades in both AGR and PHG, the particularly high frequencies of this Hg among all western
PHG and the early coalescence age of the autochthonous L1c1a in CA (~57,100 YBP) suggest that the maternal gene pool of the ancestors of contemporary AGR and PHG was dominated by the various L1c clades (probably including Hgs now extinct). Two populations arose from this presumed ancestral population: the modern AGR population, which includes various L1c clades (L1c1a, L1c1b, L1c1c, L1c2-6, etc.), and the western PHG population, in which L1c1a is the only surviving clade. The Pygmies must have split from this ancestral population no more than ~73,800 years ago, when L1c1a began to diverge from L1c1 (Fig. 1). A long period of isolation (i.e., genetic and/or cultural) must then have occurred, accounting for the phenotypic differences characterizing PHG groups (5, 39). However, a common maternal ancestry and isolation alone cannot account for the current intimate sharing of L1c1a lineages in AGR and PHG populations. The isolation period must therefore have been interrupted at a certain point by gene flow. The L1c1a clade appears to have evolved within PHG, given (i) the very high frequency of this Hg in the western PHG groups from various geographic locations and (ii) phylogeographic patterns for HVS-I, showing that L1c1a lineages are slightly more diverse among PHG (L1c1a haplotype diversity: 0.772 ± 0.014 in PHG vs. 0.738 ± 0.021 in AGR) and that almost all those present among AGR are shared with PHG. Moreover, the lack of PHG- or AGR-specific well differentiated L1c1a lineages is not consistent with long isolation alone and suggests that subsequent gene flow must have occurred.

When considering the mode and timing of putative maternal gene flow between the ancestors of modern-day AGR and PHG populations, we must contemplate the different genetic, demographic, and cultural aspects of these groups. It seems unlikely that gene flow occurred in the AGR-to-PHG direction (actually, from the ancestors of farmers to Pygmies if gene flow occurred more than ~4,100 YBP). First, gene flow from the diverse AGR populations, with their much greater diversity of Hgs, would have resulted in a much more assorted PHG gene pool than that currently observed (dominated by a single clade, L1c1a). Second, detailed ethnological data indicate that official marriages between AGR women and PHG men are forbidden in most societies. An exception to this cultural practice is found in the Babongo PHG. Intercultural marriages in both directions are currently observed (dominated by a single clade, L1c1a). However, the very high frequency of L1c1a in the western PHG groups from various geographic locations and its phylogeographic patterns for HVS-I, showing that L1c1a lineages are slightly more diverse among PHG (L1c1a haplotype diversity: 0.772 ± 0.014 in PHG vs. 0.738 ± 0.021 in AGR) and that almost all those present among AGR are shared with PHG. Moreover, the lack of PHG- or AGR-specific well differentiated L1c1a lineages is not consistent with long isolation alone and suggests that subsequent gene flow must have occurred.

Conclusions

The mtDNA data presented here suggest that the ancestral population in CA that eventually gave rise to modern-day AGR and PHG populations, consisted principally of L1c clades that have survived to give the diverse forms observed among AGR, and essentially a single lineage among western PHG. The maternal gene pool composition of modern western PHG suggests a small number of ancestors that started to diverge from an ancestral Central African population no more than ~70,000 YBP. After a period of isolation, accounting for current phenotypic differences between AGR and PHG, gene flow between the ancestors of the two groups began to occur no more than ~40,000 YBP. Our data are consistent with continuous maternal gene flow from PHG-to-(proto)AGR over a long period. Unlike that of PHG, the proto-AGR maternal gene pool was enriched by the more recent arrival of L0a, L2, and L3 carriers, coinciding with the introduction of Late Stone Age technologies in the region and paving the way for the most important demographic, linguistic, and technological event in sub-Saharan Africa: the Bantu expansions.

Materials and Methods

Samples. We collected data for 1,404 individuals from different populations of Bantu-speaking AGR and PHG (Table 1). The AGR dataset corresponds to 983 individuals from 20 different populations, and the PHG dataset corresponds to 421 individuals from one eastern and eight western PHG populations. All individuals were unrelated healthy donors who gave appropriate informed consent.

We compared the mtDNA diversity in this dataset with 4,547 mtDNA profiles from various African subregions summarized in the mtDNA comprehensive database MURKA (SI Table 4). Because most of these studies have a lower resolution (Hg definition) than ours, we limited Hg definitions to the deepest common denominator available. For the HVS-I, we considered positions 16090–16365, which were common to all studies. Previously reported samples lacking Hg definition or with information for HVS-I not encompassing the 16090–16365 sequence range or containing ambiguities were eliminated from the analysis. For comparisons of AGR populations only, PHG samples were excluded from the analysis. The definition of subregions within Africa (SI Table 4) was as described (30).

mtDNA Sequencing. The first hypervariable segment (HVS-I) of the control region was sequenced in all samples, and variable positions were determined from position 16024 to 16383. The cytosine-trace length variation at positions 16182 and 16183 in HVS-I was excluded from the analysis (SI Table 3). For complete mtDNA sequencing, 18 primers were used to yield nine overlapping fragments, as reported (40). The nine fragments were purified and sequenced, by using 56 internal primers to obtain the complete mtDNA genome. The complete mtDNA sequences reported here have been submitted to GenBank (accession nos. EU273476–EU273502). Sequence quality was ensured as follows: each base pair was determined once with a forward and once with a reverse primer, any ambiguous base call was checked by additional and independent PCR and sequencing reactions, and all sequences were examined by two independent investigators.

Hg Assignment. Based on the complete mtDNA sequences reported here and in the most recent mtDNA phylogenies (refs. 41 and 42 and D.M.B., unpublished work), 33 SNPs were tested in a hierarchical order (SI Fig. 4). Ten SNPs were initially genotyped in all samples, to identify the major Hgs to which they belonged (SI Fig. 4, in red). Within each Hg, we then genotyped a number of SNPs, to determine their exact location within the Hg (SI Fig. 4, in blue). These 33 diagnostic SNPs were genotyped by fluorescence polarization (VICTOR-2TM Technology, PerkinElmer) or by direct sequencing of the genomic region flanking the corresponding SNP. Finally, the polymorphic site at position 16241 in the HVS-I was used to identify L1c1b within L1c1; 16265c and 16286g were used to differentiate between L1c2 and L1c4 within L1c2; 16362 and
16274 were used to differentiate between L2b1 and L2b2 within L2b; 16264 was used to identify L2c within L2c; 16265t and 16264 were used to differentiate between L3e3 and L3e4 within L3e3; 16184 and 16235d were used to differentiate between L3e1a and L3e1b within L3e1; 16172 and 16189 were used to identify L3e2b within L3e2; and 16292 was used to identify L3f1b within L3f (S1 Fig. 4).

L1c Phylogeny. The mtDNA tree of complete L1c sequences was drawn by hand, and its branches were subsequently validated by networks (21) constructed with Network 4.2.0.1 (www.fluxus-engineering.com). The hypervariable indels around positions 309, 315, and 16189 were excluded from the calculation of the coalescence time in years followed (44) and was based on the addition of our samples to the complete L phylogeny based on 629 complete mtDNA sequences belonging to Hg L (D.M.B., unpublished data).

Statistical Analysis. Haplogroup and haplotype counts and diversity and population differentiation indices were calculated and sequence-based neutrality tests carried out with Arlequin 3.1.1 (45). DnaSP v. 4.1.46 (46) was used to calculate sequence mismatch distributions within PHG and AGR. The PC plot was obtained with GENALEX v. 6 software (47). The interpolation frequency map of L1c was obtained by using Surfer v. 6.04 (Golden Software), with the Kriging procedure, and estimates at each grid node were inferred from the entire dataset.
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